Abstract. We exhibit several posets arising from commutative algebra, order theory, tropical convexity as potential face posets of tropical polyhedra, and we clarify their inclusion relations. We focus on monomial tropical polyhedra, and deduce how their geometry reflects properties of monomial ideals. Their vertex-facet lattice is homotopy equivalent to a sphere and encodes the Betti numbers of an associated monomial ideal.
Introduction
A union of shifted copies of the positive orthant is a seemingly simple but fundamental object in mathematics. We call such an object a monomial tropical polyhedron. It occurs in the study of monomial ideals in commutative algebra [43] , in multicriteria and vector optimisation [21, 31] , in order theory [50] and tropical convexity [35] . While the starting point of our investigation is the search for the concept of faces of tropical polyhedra, arising from convexity over the (max, +)-semiring, we do not focus on the geometric viewpoint but rather on the combinatorial side of a face poset. Our work demonstrates that the search for the 'right' notion of faces for a tropical polytope is actually a far deeper question that branches out into commutative algebra and order theory.
In the development of the theory of tropical polyhedra, it turned out that the classical approaches to the definition of a face are all flawed, see [32, 18, 28, 5, 1, 6] . Our work emerges from the introduction of the vertex-facet lattice, introduced in Section 3. This is a new face lattice for monomial tropical polyhedra, building on work from Joswig [32] and from Develin and Yu [18] . We define it as the intersection lattice of the vertices contained in the facets, which are well-defined for monomial tropical polyhedra. As attaching geometric data to this notion of face can be undesirable as already demonstrated in [18] , we view it as a purely combinatorial object. The restriction to monomial tropical polyhedra is justified because they form the building blocks for general tropical polyhedra.
Theorem (Prop. 7.3).
A d-dimensional tropical polyhedron is the intersection of d + 1 monomial tropical polyhedra, one for each possible affine tropical direction.
We establish a common framework based on covector graphs to compare several posets partly originating in commutative algebra or order theory, which serve some purpose of a face poset of a monomial tropical polyhedron.
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Theorem (Synopsis of Section 4). The Scarf poset, CP-order, max-min poset, vertex-facet lattice, max-lattice and pseudovertex poset are a family of distinct posets associated to a monomial tropical polyhedron. They are pairwise subposets ordered by containment, where the Scarf poset has the additional property of being cover preserving. Furthermore, if the monomial tropical polyhedron is sufficiently generic, the first four posets agree.
The strictness of the inclusions is deduced through the construction of separating examples. Those and further occuring posets are visualised in Figure 1 . Each of these posets is a natural candidate as a face poset of a monomial tropical polyhedron that emphasises different properties. The pseudovertex poset is a highly refined tropical object, derived from the covector decomposition of tropical polyhedra introduced in [17] , that records all possible candidates for faces. The max-min poset is a far simpler poset that restricts to well-behaved faces that overcome some of the discrepancy displayed in [18] , as well as exhibiting the natural duality of monomial tropical polyhedra. The max-lattice is the natural generalisation of the LCM-lattice, an object from the study of monomial ideals that preserves many homological properties of the monomial ideal [26, 30] . The CP-order is an object from order theory [22, 38] , used to study orthogonal surfaces and that captures many of the desirable geometric properties one would want a face to exhibit. Finally, the Scarf poset is derived from the construction of primitive sets for Scarf's algorithmic proof of Brower's fixed point theorem in [47] . While his work operates under a genericity assumption, his definition was generalised to the language of more general monomial ideals in [8] .
Cryptomorphic to the vertex-facet lattice, we define the facet complex, the simplicial complex whose maximal simplices are the vertices incident to a single facet of the monomial tropical polyhedron. Section 6 is dedicated to establishing properties of this complex. We show that the facet complex captures a certain universal structure:
Theorem (Synopsis of Section 6.1). The facet complex of a monomial tropical polyhedron contains the following objects as natural subcomplexes:
(1) the facet complex of any lift of the monomial tropical polyhedron, (2) the facet complex of any generification of the monomial tropical polyhedron, (3) the Scarf complex of the monomial tropical polyhedron.
Develin and Yu give a list of desirable behaviour that a face lattice for tropical polytopes should have [18, Conjecture 4.7] . In particular, they say it should have the homology of a sphere, which the facet complex satisfies:
Theorem (Theorem 6.5). The facet complex of a d-dimensional monomial tropical polyhedron is homotopy equivalent to a (d − 1)-sphere.
Finally, we establish a dictionary in Section 5 between monomial ideals and monomial tropical polyhedra to prove the following:
Theorem (Theorem 6.7). The facet complex of a monomial tropical polyhedron encodes the Betti numbers of its associated monomial ideal.
We show how recent advances on the structure and resolutions of monomial ideals [30, 13, 20] are reflected in the geometry of monomial tropical polyhedra. This complements multiple other connections between tropical convexity and monomial ideals noted in [11, 19, 44, 43] . We make an explicit interpretation of the duality for monomial tropical polyhedra demonstrated in [35] as Alexander duality for monomial ideals, mirroring theČech hull construction from [42] . We further expand on the connection between cellular resolutions of monomial ideals and lifts of monomial tropical polyhedra which was explored in [18] . We also consider two posets associated to monomial ideals, the LCM-lattice [26] and the Betti poset [15] , and investigate their relation with the face posets of monomial tropical polyhedra established in Section 4, briefly outlined in Figure 1 . Finally, we compare and contrast notions of genericity for monomial ideals and monomial tropical polyhedra, in particular establishing genericity by deformation of monomial ideals as a far more natural procedure for monomial tropical polyhedra.
We begin our investigation, in Section 2, by identifying the tropical hypercube ({−∞} ∪ R ∪ {∞}) d as the natural space for the face posets and their duality. In particular, we later extend existing poset constructions to obtain the complete structure mimicking the face poset of a classical polytope. While one can use projective transformations to reduce the study of classical polyhedra to polytopes, this fails in the tropical world due to the lack of appropriate transformations. Hence, dealing with rays and generators with non-finite entries was often avoided in former work as it imposes additional technical obstacles. We accept this additional overhead to lay the groundwork for the further study of face posets of tropical polyhedra.
Monomial tropical polyhedra
2.1. Tropical hypercube. We work over T max = (R ∪ {−∞}, ⊕, ⊙), the maxtropical semiring, where ⊕ denotes the max operation and ⊙ denotes addition. Our definitions of tropical convexity follow [27] . We define the tropical convex hull of a finite set V = {v (1) , . . . , v (n) } ⊂ T 
This is the tropical polytope generated by V . A set is tropically convex if it contains the tropical convex hull of each of its finite subsets. Additionally, we define the tropical conic hull of a finite set W = {w (1) , . . . , w 
Remark 2.1. Some parts of the literature refer to (2) as the tropical convex hull.
When working in R d , the condition λ j = 0 can be obtained by quotienting by scalar addition, a standard practice in tropical geometry. However this does not hold when working with infinite coordinates in T d max , and so tropical convex and conic hull are necessarily different notions.
More generally, we can define a tropical polyhedron as the tropical sum
for two finite subsets V, W ⊂ T d max . In this representation, the set tcone(W ) is unique and it is called the tropical recession cone of Q.
There is a distinguished subset of the generators of tconv(V ) called the extreme points, elements that cannot be written as the tropical convex hull of other points of tconv(V ). These form a minimal generating set for the tropical polytope. Analogously, there is a distinguished family of points of tcone(W ) called extreme that cannot be written as the tropical sum of other points of tcone(W ). If w ∈ tcone(W ) is extreme, the points in the set { λ ⊙ w | λ ∈ T max } are also extreme and form an extremal ray of the tropical cone. A set of representatives from the extremal rays yields a minimal generating set for tcone(W ), unique up to choice of representative. These two minimal generating sets comprise a minimal generating set for Q.
Given
max as the tropical cone defined as
Similarly, we refer to V and W as the homogenisation of the points and rays respectively. By [3, Proposition 4] 
Moreover, the (minimal) generators of Q define the (minimal) generators of Q.
By the tropical Minkowski-Weyl theorem, [28, Theorem 1] , such a tropical polyhedron can also be written as the intersection of finitely many max-tropical halfspaces, which are of the form
for some (a 0 , a 1 , . . . ,
min is unique up to scaling and it is often called the apex of the halfspace. It has the property that evaluating the inequality in (4) yields the same value for all the products a k ⊙ x k with k ∈ [d]. The point naturally lives in the dual space T d+1 min , where T min = (R ∪ {+∞}, min, +) is the min-tropical semiring. We will use the notion of an apex in a slightly different way tailored to the specific class of tropical polyhedra we are interested in.
We consider the max-tropical semiring embedded in the space
This leads to the d-dimensional tropical hypercube, the space T d .
Tropical polyhedra and their defining halfspaces naturally live in spaces that are dual to each other, namely T max and T min . To capture both features at once, it will be beneficial to consider a larger space that comprises the two spaces. T is precisely that, with T max and T min identified along their common elements. 
as a compactification of the d-dimensional space. In dimension one, our compactification T is isomorphic to the tropical projective line TP 1 . The classical projective line P 1 can be formed by taking two copies of A 1 and gluing them by identifying x and x −1 . Tropically, this is done by gluing two copies of T max by identifying x and −x, or equivalently by gluing T max and T min along R. In higher dimensions,
The max-tropical unit vectors e (1) , . . . , e (d) ∈ T d max are given by
We set E max = e (1) , e (2) , . . . , e
This also gives rise to the dual min-tropical unit vectors E min = −E max .
2.2.
Monomial tropical polyhedra. Our main object of study are tropical polyhedra whose recession cone is tcone(E max ), the span of the max-tropical unit vectors. Due to the special structure of its recession cone, these tropical polyhedra have a unique minimal set of extremal generators for the polytope part tconv(V ), which we call its vertices.
A different point of view on monomial tropical polyhedra comes from the observation that we can also represent it as a classical Minkowski sum with a non-negative orthant
This also yields the connection with multicriteria optimisation [16] where the latter construction leads to the set of points dominated by V .
To capture all features on the boundary, we define the closed monomial tropical polyhedron by
Note that this differs slightly from the use of this notion in [35] . The external representation of monomial tropical polyhedra is as follows. All defining halfspaces are of the form
min the apex of the halfspace. Unlike general tropical polyhedra, monomial tropical polyhedra have a unique minimal exterior description.
This can be nicely seen through a particular duality exhibited in [35] . Let us define M (V ) as the closure in T d of the complement of the closed monomial tropical
We state [35, Theorem 10] in a slightly modified version, tailored to our purposes.
min is the set of apices of the tropical halfspaces in H. In particular,
Corollary 2.6. Let M(V ) be a monomial tropical polyhedron generated by V . Then there is a unique inclusionwise minimal finite set
Remark 2.7. For a non-negative matrix A ∈ R m×n ≥0 , Fulkerson exhibited a dual pair of blocking polyhedra in [25] . The first is defined as B = b ∈ R n ≥0 A · b ≥ 1 and the second is defined asB = { a ∈ R n | a · B ≥ 1}. We emphasise the similarity of the duality recalled in Theorem 2.5 to the properties of a blocking pair of polyhedra established in [25, Theorem 1] . Indeed, replacing the non-negative orthant R While the Corollary 2.6 describes the principal halfspaces, we also introduce some additional inequalities to get the exterior polyhedral description in an analogous form as for a classical polytope. For this, we need (at most) d inequalities of the form
, which are equivalent to the tropical linear inequalities
We add the inequality x i ≥ −∞ if there is a vertex v ∈ V with v i = −∞. These are the boundary inequalities. Note that these non-negativity constraints are anyway fulfilled by all points in T d max . Moreover, we introduce a special superfluous inequality 0 ≥ −∞, equivalent to
which determines the far face.
Remark 2.8. We borrow the notion of a far face from the situation of classical polyhedra studied, e.g., in [33] . For a classical pointed polyhedron, there is always a projective transformation mapping it to a polytope. This allows to assign the face lattice of a polytope to a polyhedron. The image of the recession cone in this face lattice is usually called the far face.
While Corollary 2.6 describes M(V ) in T d max , the purpose of these additional inequalities is to describe M(V ) including its boundary correctly in T d . For example, the far face inequality (9) is not tight for any points of M(V ), but it is tight for points of the boundary of M(V ).
Example 2.9. We examine "the model" from [18] . This is the tropical polytope tconv(V ) ⊂ T The monomial tropical polyhedron M(V ) generated by V is shown in Figure 2b . The apices of its principal halfspaces are shown in red. Explicitly, they are the following points in T As no generators have −∞ in any coordinate, we do not require any boundary inequalities of the form (8) . The only additional inequality we add is the far-face given in equation (9) .
Vertex-facet lattice
As monomial tropical polyhedra have a unique minimal set of non-redundant vertices and defining halfspaces, their incidences form a canonical notion of combinatorial type for a monomial tropical polyhedron. While this notion is motivated from the combinatorial type of classical polytopes, we discuss the relation with the existing notion of combinatorial type for tropical polytopes arising from the covector decomposition [23] in Section 4.1.
To define a notion of face lattice, we require concrete characterisations of apices of facets and incidence in T d .
3.1. Facet-apices and incidence. The natural partial order on T is the standard partial order on R d extended to T d . This means that
and with ≤ replaced by <, respectively. The following statement already appears in the literature in [5] and in [16] . However, note that they restrict to monomial tropical polyhedra with finite generators. In [5] , these are referred to as 'real tropical polyhedra', whereas in [16] the generators are 'feasible points' with real coordinates. The arguments still hold if one allows for −∞ as coordinates of the generators. We can extend this characterisation by considering all points in T d that satisfy these conditions. Note that aside from apices of principal halfspaces, the only points that may satisfy these conditions is a point q of the form q i = −∞ and q k = ∞ for all k = i. At least one coordinate of q must be q i = −∞ to not be an element of T d min . For any coordinate k = i, if q k = ∞ then the second condition implies we can find some generator v such that v k = q k and v i < q i = −∞, giving a contradiction. These points may not satisfy these conditions, and this happens precisely when the boundary inequality (8) is tight with respect to some generator.
We define a facet-apex to be any point in T d satisfying the condition of Proposition 3.1, and we denote the set of them by F . Those arising as apices of principal halfspaces we call principal apices and those arising from non-redundant boundary inequalities we call boundary apices. We also associate a far-apex b ∞ without geometric meaning in T d to the inequality (9) corresponding to the far face.
We are now ready to define incidence. Let p be a point in T The intuition for the definition of incidence for rays is slightly subtle and requires homogenisation. Consider the points e
One can also check these homogeneous unit vectors are tight with the homogenised far face inequality (9) .
We are now ready to consider the incidences in a monomial tropical polyhedron M(V ). Recall that the elements of V , the unique inclusion-wise minimal set needed to describe a monomial tropical polyhedron in the form (6), are the vertices. The tropical unit vectors E max are its rays. Let V = V ∪ E max denote the set of vertices and rays of M(V ). Let F = F ∪ b ∞ denote the set of facet-apices and the far-apex of M(V ).
Definition 3.3. The vertex-facet incidence graph is the bipartite graph on the node set V ⊔ F with edge (v, a) if v is incident to the apex a.
(1, 2) (2, 2) 
Its vertex-facet incidence graph is shown also shown in this figure.
3.2. Vertex-facet lattice. We briefly recall some necessary concepts from lattice theory, we refer to [9] for more details. Let L be a lattice with minimal element0 and maximal element1. The atoms of L are the elements a ∈ L such that0 < b ≤ a implies a = b. The coatoms of L are the elements c ∈ L such that c ≤ d <1 implies c = d. We shall insist that our lattices are finite, therefore the atoms and coatoms of L are well defined. Furthermore, every finite lattice is complete i.e., every subset has a greatest lower bound and a least upper bound. Let F = {F 1 , . . . , F k } be a finite collection of sets on some ground set E. We define a closure operator cl(·) on E by
This induces a corresponding closure operator on F given by
This construction describes a complete lattice L, given by either the closed subsets of E ordered by inclusion or the closed subsets of F ordered by reverse inclusion. We consider these as two distinct labellings for L.
Example 3.5. Let G be a bipartite graph on disjoint node sets U, V . Then G describes a set system on the ground set U via the neighbourhoods Figure 4 . The vertex-facet lattice of M(V ) from Example 3.4.
i.e.,
This gives rise to the lattice L of closed sets of U . Reversing the roles of U and V in this construction gives the alternative labelling of L by closed sets of V .
Example 3.6. Let C be a cone with rays R and facets F . The ray-facet incidence relations of C form a bipartite graph on the node set R ⊔ F whose edges encode when a ray is contained in a facet. The lattice L of closed sets is the face lattice of C, and can be defined by the conic hull of rays or the intersection of facets. We remark that the dual lattice of closed sets of F ordered by inclusion is the face lattice of the dual cone C * . Any polyhedron P ⊆ R d can be realised as the intersection of a cone C ⊆ R d+1 with the hyperplane x 0 = 0. Furthermore, the face lattice of C is isomorphic to the face lattice of P , and duality is preserved i.e., the face lattice of C * is isomorphic to the face lattice of P * . If P is a polytope, this is the lattice induced by the vertex-facet incidence relations. However if P is unbounded, certain rays of C will not be geometrically realised as vertices of P , rather as unbounded rays. It is still beneficial to record the incidence data of these rays as it is crucial for recovering the face lattice of the dual polyhedron, see also [33] . Example 3.6 motivates our definition for a face lattice of a monomial tropical polyhedron.
Definition 3.7. Consider the set system induced by the vertex-facet incidence graph, in the sense of Example 3.5. The lattice of closed sets is the vertex-facet lattice V of M(V ).
The vertex-facet lattice of the monomial tropical polyhedron described in Example 3.4 is given in Figure 4 . We note that the two-dimensional case is misleading in its simplicity. The following example demonstrates that vertex-facet lattices can have seemingly pathological behaviour.
Example 3.8. We continue with M(V ) from Example 2.9. The vertex-facet incidence graph is shown in Figure 5 . The corresponding vertex-facet lattice is large, therefore we show just a section of it. Specifically, we show all maximal chains passing through AB. Unlike the face lattice of a classical polytope, we note that not all maximal chains are of the same length. As a result, vertex-facet lattices do not admit a grading and so we have no notion of the 'combinatorial' dimension of a face. Section 4 is dedicated to comparing the vertex-facet lattice V to existing posets. To do this, it will be necessary to consider a subposet of V.
Definition 3.9. The affine part of V is the induced subposet of V whose elements are closed subsets S ⊆ V such that S ∩ V = ∅ or S = ∅.
We shall see that these are the elements that have geometric representations in T d via their tropical barycenter described in Section 4.2.
Lemma 3.10. The affine part of the vertex-facet lattice is a lattice.
Proof. Let S 1 , S 2 be closed subsets of V such that S i ∩V = ∅ or S i = ∅, it suffices to show the affine part contains a unique least upper bound and greatest lower bound of S 1 , S 2 . The least upper bound of S 1 , S 2 in V contains S 1 ∪ S 2 (with equality if
, therefore also satisfies this condition. Consider the greatest lower bound S of S 1 , S 2 in V, either it satisfies S ∩ V = ∅, or it is not contained in the affine part. In the latter case, the greatest lower bound of S 1 and S 2 is the empty set in the affine part.
Remark 3.11. The facets in the sense of Joswig [32, §3] are exactly the halfspaces given by the facet-apices. The construction described around [32, Theorem 3.7] , extended to tropical polyhedra and considered as a lattice, yields a face poset isomorphic to the vertex-facet lattice. This follows since the main condition of facets to form a face is that their meet is not empty. However, we refrain from assigning a geometric object due to the discrepancy described in Section 4.3 between the two possible labels arising from the duality between vertices and facet-apices.
Similar issues were discussed by Develin & Yu concerning the facets by Joswig in [18] . Consequently, they introduced a concept of face in terms of lifts of tropical polyhedra (see Section 5.3 for the definition of a lift). Explicitly, a face is a minimal subset of the boundary which corresponds to faces of a lift of the same dimension, for any choice of lift. This notion is rather coarse as it tries to unify the face structure of all lifts. This makes it less suitable for our framework of face posets discussed in Section 4.
Remark 3.12. The representation of the search region for a discrete multicriteria optimisation problem developed in [16] is closely related to the vertex-facet lattice. Indeed, [16, §3 & 4] shows a clever way to decompose and traverse the dual graph of the facet-apices.
Characterisation of faces.
Recall that we have a characterisation of facetapices via Proposition 3.1. Using the duality from Theorem 2.5 we get an analogous characterisation of the vertices.
Given that we can characterise vertices and facet-apices, the next natural question is whether we can characterise all faces of the vertex-facet lattice. The following example suggests this question is more difficult by demonstrating how degenerate some faces can be. 
, and the far-face. Note that M(V 1 ) is degenerate as perturbations of V 1 yield more facets. However, its vertex-facet lattice is realisable as the face lattice of the classical polyhedron conv(a, b, c) + R 3 ≥0 . This can also be seen as the dual monomial tropical polyhedron is generic.
The second monomial tropical polyhedron M(V 2 ) has the facets
along with the far-face. M(V 2 ) is also degenerate, but unlike the previous example its vertex-facet lattice is not realisable by a classical polyhedron. This is due to the element uvw, the intersection of the facets uvwe (1) , uvwe (2) , uvwe (3) , being an 'edge' containing three vertices. This example has been identified as problematic from the perspective of monomial ideals and orthogonal surfaces, see [20, The natural way to characterise faces of ordinary polyhedra is via minimising linear functions. Given c ∈ T d min , consider the tropical linear functional
We say a vertex v ∈ V minimises ϕ c if ϕ c (v) ≤ ϕ c (w) for all w ∈ V . Similar to our previous treatment of tropical rays, we say e (i) minimises ϕ c if c i = ∞. The following proposition shows every face of the vertex-facet lattice is the minimum of some tropical linear functional. Proof. Let S be a closed set and T ⊆ F its corresponding closed set of facets. Define
and therefore the only elements of V that minimise ϕ c are those in S. Note that e (i) ∈ S if and only if all facet-apices of T have a i = ∞, which is equivalent to e
minimises ϕ c .
Unfortunately, the characterisation of faces of ordinary polyhedra does not carry over to monomial tropical polyhedra. The following example demonstrates that the reverse direction of Proposition 3.15 is not correct. It extends [32, Remark 3.10] by demonstrating that also our combinatorially defined faces do not fulfil this desirable property. 
Its facets are
along with the far-face. Its other (affine) faces are
The tropical linear functional max(x 1 − 3, x 2 − 4, x 3 − 2) is minimised on the set of vertices ABC, however this is not a face in the vertex-facet lattice. 
Covector decomposition.
In [34] , the notion of covector graphs introduced in [17] were used to study the combinatorics of point configurations at infinity, extending results from [23] . We introduce that notion in a way slightly adapted to our purposes. Given a point v ∈ T d max , its ith affine sector is defined as
Given a ray w ∈ T d max , its ith affine sector is
where S 0 (w) is empty. These definitions are compatible with the usual notion of sector, which we discuss further in Section 7. This leads to the notion of affine covector graph. Given a finite set of points and
Recall that the definition of affine sector S i (v) differs depending on whether v is a point or a ray. The covector graph G p of p with respect to V ∪ W is the bipartite graph on (
Note that we will only be considering covectors with respect to monomial tropical polyhedra, and so our set of rays will always be W = E max . These rays describe the boundary strata: a point p is in S i (e (k) ) for i = k if and only if p i = −∞. Note that every point satisfies
We can define covector graphs for points in T d in the following way. For any
for arbitrarily large M ∈ R. We define the covector graph G p as
The intuition behind this definition is as follows. In T d+1 max , the zeroth sector of e (i) = (−∞, e (i) ), the homogenisation of e (i) is defined to be
In affine space T d max , the zeroth coordinate is always equal to zero, therefore we can formally define p ∈ S 0 (e (i) ) if and only if p i = ∞. Covector graphs have a natural poset structure given by containment. However, we will consider another partial ordering derived from the natural partial order on T d . Our elements will be the pseudovertices, the points p ∈ T d whose covector graphs G p are connected. We also include the unique minimal element −∞ = (−∞, . . . , −∞); note that the unique maximal element is the pseudovertex ∞ = (∞, . . . , ∞). We let P be the set of pseudovertices including −∞ with partial order given by the standard partial order ≤ on R d extended to T d . We call (P, ≤) the pseudovertex poset. Note that P is not a lattice as the following example demonstrates.
Example 4.1. Let M(V ) be the monomial tropical polyhedron generated by Remark 4.2. The duality between tropical point configurations and subdivisions of products of simplices established in [17] emphasises a different viewpoint on the partial orderings of covector graphs. The first 'natural' choice of containment of covector graphs translates to a reversed order for the corresponding cells in the subdivision of a product of two simplices. However, the interpretation of the partial order on the pseudovertices does not have such a clear geometric analogue. Note that a combinatorial abstraction of the ordering derived from the graph structure is used to measure progress in abstract tropical linear programming [40] .
While a natural first choice of poset to describe the 'face structure' of M(V ), Example 4.1 highlights that the pseudovertex poset is not the correct choice. Additionally, covector graphs encode a lot of information that is not relevant as the structure of M(V ) is mostly encoded via the zeroth sectors and their interaction with other sectors. We highlight this in Figure 9 . This motivates the study of a coarser poset that only encodes this information.
4.2. Max-lattice. We start with a lattice that is significantly simpler than the pseudovertex poset but still fine enough to capture all other posets in this section.
In the following we introduce the max-lattice of the monomial tropical polyhedron M(V ). We define the modified max-tropical unit vectors
For each S ⊆ V ∪ E max such that S ∩ V = ∅, we define the elements Figure 9 . A monomial tropical polyhedron with generators A, B, C. Vertices B and C can move freely without changing the vertex-facet lattice, but may drastically change the underlying covector graphs.
where max is taken componentwise. The max-lattice is the set of elements of this form, along with the unique minimal element m ∅ = −∞ ordered by the standard partial order on T d . An element m of the max-lattice is naturally labelled by the maximal inclusionwise set S such that m = m S . We note that the unique maximal element is m V ∪Emax = ∞. There is geometric intuition behind the definition of the max-lattice. Let X be a subset of T d , the max-tropical barycenter of X is
where sup is taken componentwise. This definition is obtained by directly tropicalising the classical notion of barycenter, and appears as an important tool in [2] . Note that we must work in T d , else the tropical barycenter may not be well-defined.
Given S ⊆ V ∪ E max , we define the tropical polyhedron:
If S has the additional property that S∩V = ∅, then S is a tropical subpolyhedron of M(V ). The following lemma shows the max-lattice contains geometric information of M(V ) in terms of tropical barycenters.
Proof. The 'largest' points of P S are obtained by the representation
where λ k are arbitrarily large. Taking the supremum of these points gives the desired result.
(1, 2) (2, 2) Proof. Given a closed subset S of V ∪ E max , the corresponding subset S of V ∪ E max is defined by simply replacing e (k) withē (k) . We claim that the map from the vertex-facet lattice to the max-lattice defined by S → m S is an order embedding.
Let
Conversely, suppose S 1 S 2 . By closedness, there exists an apex a ∈ F such that all elements of S 2 are incident with a, but there exists some w ∈ S 1 \ S 2 that is not incident with a. There exists some coordinate
In either case, we have m {w} m S2 therefore m S1 m S2 . 
Proof. The previous proof shows elements of the max-lattice satisfy this condition.
. This implies p = m S .
As the covector graph of an element of the max-lattice only depends on the neighbourhood of 0, we get the following. 4.3. Max-min poset. We introduce a new poset which is motivated by the duality of monomial tropical polyhedra. However, we show that its unexpected behaviour reflects the discrepancy of the tropical convex hull of the vertices and the intersection of the halfspaces corresponding to a face in the vertex-facet lattice. It is this behaviour that causes a major problem for the face lattice defined by Joswig in [32] .
Dual to the max-lattice, we introduce the min-lattice of a monomial tropical polyhedron. For this, we set E min = −E max and let A be the set of principal apices of M(V ). We mirror the construction of the max-lattice from T max to T min . We replace max with min, the ground set V ∪ E max with A ∪ E min and for each T ⊆ A ∪ E min such that T ∩ A = ∅, we define the elements
By reversing the partial order on T d and letting ∞ be the unique minimal element in this partial order, we obtain the min-lattice of M(V ). As a direct consequence of Theorem 2.5 we have the following relation between the min and the max-lattice. Both the max-lattice and the min-lattice describe the face structure of the intersection M(V ) ∩ M (V ). Furthermore, both have associated geometric data in the form of the max-barycenter m S and the min-barycenter n T , respectively. A set of facet-apices T ⊆ F is also naturally a subset of A ∪ E min by sending any boundary apices to the corresponding element in E min . This gives a natural embedding of the affine part of the vertex-facet lattice V into the max-lattice L max and the min-lattice L min via the maps
where S is a closed set of vertices and T is a closed set of facet-apices. A natural question is whether the geometric data agrees on the affine part of the vertex-facet lattice. Right from Definition 3.2, we obtain a weaker statement.
Lemma 4.11. Let S ⊆ V be a closed set of vertices with S ∩ V = ∅ whose element in the max-lattice is m S , and let T ⊆ F its corresponding closed set of facets whose element in the min-lattice is n T . Then m S ≤ n T .
However, equality is not always attained as the following example demonstrates. 1 3 9 9 9 2 4 9 4 9 4 9 −∞ ∞ ∞ ∞ 9 3 1 3 9 9 4 2 9 9 9 9 ∞ −∞ ∞ ∞ 9 9 9 2 1 9 9 9 6 3 9 9 ∞ ∞ −∞ ∞ 9 9 9 9 9 3 3 3 3 3 2 1 ∞ ∞ ∞ −∞ and these determine the vertex-facet lattice. Consider the closed set of vertices svw and its corresponding set of closed apices gij. The point in the max-lattice corresponding to svw is (4, 3, 3, 3) , while the point in the min-lattice corresponding to gij is (4, 4, 3, 3) .
It is desirable to have a face poset of a monomial tropical polyhedron that reflects the inherent duality of monomial tropical polyhedra which can be seen in Theorem 2.5 and in its translation to Alexander duality explained in Section 5.6. This motivates the following definition. We remark that it is equally reasonable to define M as an induced subposet of L min , this will simply reverse the partial order.
Proposition 4.14. The max-min poset is a subposet of the affine part of the vertexfacet lattice.
Proof. It suffices to show if m S = n T for some maximal subsets of vertices and facet-apices S and T , then S and T are closed. There must exist some maximal set, as if m S = m S ′ , then we can take their union S ∪ S ′ without increasing the max. Consider w ≤ a for all a ∈ T , then w ≤ n T = m S and so w ∈ S by maximality. This implies S is closed, T is closed by a similar argument.
However, note that Example 4.12 implies the max-min poset may be a strict subposet of the vertex-facet lattice. We shall see in Section 4.4 that the max-min poset is not a lattice in these cases.
Furthermore, the following example highlights that the max-min poset is not recoverable from covector graphs, which seems plausible as the covector graphs only depend on the vertices. Example 4.15. We consider the following variant of the monomial tropical polyhedron from Example 4.12. Explicitly we replace w withw = (1, 4, 1, 3 ). This affects two facet-apices: we replace b, d withb = (3, 4, 9, 9) andd = (9, 4, 2, 9). It also affects the incidence relations slightly, as t is now incident tob. However, now we have max(s, v,w) = min(g, i, j) = (4, 4, 3, 3), and so svw is an element of the max-min poset.
Note that the covectors for svw and svw are equal up to relabelling w andw. This implies that one cannot determine if a point is contained in the max-min poset from its covector.
While we cannot give a characterisation of the covector graph of a point in the max-min poset, we conclude with a characterisation of the covector graphs of principal apices, the coatoms of the max-min poset, which is essentially a reformulation of Proposition 3.1. We give a definition of CP-order tailored to our terminology by adapting combinatorial notions introduced in [38] . We say q is almost strictly greater than
The CP-order is the poset of characteristic points, along with the unique minimal element −∞, partially ordered by the standard partial order. We remark that Felsner and Kappes originally defined characteristic points in R d ; taking the restriction of T d to R d recovers their original results. We also note that they define characteristic points in terms of i-flats, components of the boundary of M(V ) whose points all have the same i-coordinate. [38, Proposition 4.8] allows us to replace this cumbersome geometric condition with the equivalent combinatorial condition in terms of i-witnesses.
The CP-order is relatively hard to deal with. For example, it may not be a lattice as Example 4.21 demonstrates. Furthermore, it appears to be computationally unwieldy: the best known approach is naively compute a poset containing it and manually check if each element satisfies the condition of being a characteristic point. However, the following results show the CP-order is intimately related to the computationally amenable face posets we have already discussed. 
Proof. Suffices to show this condition on v is equivalent to being an i-witness to p. Proof. Given some characteristic point p, we construct subsets S ⊆ V and T ⊆ F such that their corresponding elements in the max-lattice and min-lattice respectively equal p. As p is a characteristic point, for each i ∈ [d] either it has an i-witness v (i) or p i = ∞. In the former case, there exists some apex a (i) such that v (i) ≤ p ≤ a (i) with equality in the i-th coordinate, therefore we add v (i) to S and a (i) to T . In the latter case, we add e (i) to S. The elements corresponding to S in the max-lattice and T in the min-lattice gives the desired result. Proof. Let p ∈ T d \ ∞ be a characteristic point of M(V ) and define
There must exist some i-witness for p, therefore we have S ∩ V = ∅ immediately. We claim that S and T are closed sets. First we show that every element of S is incident to every element of T . Fix some vertex v ∈ S and consider a facet-apex a ∈ T , we have v ≤ p ≤ a. Furthermore, by the definition of facet-apex there exists some coordinate such that v i = a i , therefore v in incident to every facet-apex of T . Now fix some ray e (i) ∈ S. For any facet-apex a ∈ T we have a i ≥ p i = ∞ therefore a is incident to e (i) . Suppose there exists w ∈ V \ S incident to all facet-apices a ∈ T . Suppose w = e (i) , then every facet-apex has a i = ∞. There does not exist an i-witness for p, as this would imply there exists a vertex v ∈ T d max such that v i = a i = ∞. By definition of characteristic points, this implies p i = ∞, and therefore e (i) ∈ S. Instead suppose w ∈ V . As w / ∈ S, there exists i ∈ [d] such that w i > p i . There exists an i-witness v ∈ S for p and some a ∈ T such that v i = p i = a i and v k < a k for all k = i. This implies w i > a i , contradicting that w is incident to a.
We now prove the equivalent statement for T . Suppose there exists some facetapex a ∈ F \ T incident to all elements of S. As a / ∈ T , there exists some i ∈ [d] such that p i > a i . By definition of characteristic point, p has an i-witness v ∈ S, implying v i = p i > a i , and so a is not incident to all elements of S. This completes the proof that S and T are corresponding closed sets.
We note as the CP-order is a subposet of the max-lattice, no two characteristic points can have the same S. Therefore every characteristic point is an element of the vertex-facet lattice. The final points to consider are the unique maximal point ∞ and the unique minimal element −∞. To each of these we have the natural embedding
and there corresponding closed subsets of F of facets. As the partial order on both is domination, the CP-order is a subposet of the vertex-facet. First consider the monomial tropical polyhedron from Example 4.12 and the interval [v, stvwY ] in its vertex-facet lattice. For each element, the max of their vertices is a characteristic point other than svw, as it does not have a 2-witness. Therefore the corresponding interval in the CP-order is not a lattice as sv and vw have both stvw and svwY as minimal upper bounds, as shown in Figure 11 . The corresponding interval in the max-min poset coincides with the CP-order, hence it differs from the vertex-facet lattice. Now consider the monomial tropical polyhedron from Example 4.15. The point corresponding to svw is in the max-min poset, but is still does not have a 2-witness, and so is not a characteristic point. This shows the CP-order may be a strict poset of the max-min poset.
The previous results in this section demonstrates that there are many lattices that the CP-order may embed into, but we would like to find the smallest such lattice. This motivates the following construction. Let P be a partially ordered set, for some subset of elements A ⊆ P , we denote
We define A ↓ analogously.
Definition 4.22 ([49]
). Given a partially ordered set P , its Dedekind-MacNeille completion is the complete lattice of elements
P embeds into DM (P ) via the map p → p ↓ . Moreover, DM (P ) is the smallest complete lattice that P embeds into: any embedding P ֒→ L into a complete lattice L induces an embedding DM (P ) ֒→ L [49, Theorem 5.3.8]. Note that all of our lattices are finite, therefore completeness comes for free. Proof. Let C be the CP-order of M(V ). Proposition 4.20 shows it is a subposet of the affine part of the vertex-facet lattice, and so we label the characteristic points by their corresponding closed sets of facet-apices T ⊆ F . Note that each characteristic point is labelled by a subset of F , while the unique minimal element −∞ is labelled by the set F . Define A T = { X ∈ C | X ⊆ T }. Note that each a ∈ T is also an element of A T , therefore A ↓ T = { Y ∈ C | Y ⊇ T }, the set of all characteristic points incident to all facet-apices of T . Clearly we have
↑ . Note that the vertices are minimal characteristic points, and so we let S be the subset of them contained in A ↓ T . We also add e (i) to S if a i = ∞ for all a ∈ T . As T is closed, S is its corresponding closed subset of vertices and rays. Furthermore, every characteristic point incident with all elements of S can only be incident with facet-apices in T , and therefore is labelled by a subset of T . This implies we have (A ↓ T ) ↑ = A T . Note that each closed set T defines a unique A T , as the facet-apices of T are themselves characteristic points. Therefore the vertex-facet lattice is a sublattice of DM (C) via the identification T → A T . However, the Dedekind-MacNeille completion is the smallest complete lattice C can be embedded in, and so must be equal to the vertex-facet.
As a corollary of this result, the CP-order is a lattice if and only if it is equal to the vertex-facet lattice.
Remark 4.24. Experimental evidence suggests that facet posets have more structure in lower dimensions: in particular, all polyhedra in Example 4.21 have all been in dimension four. Finding such behaviour in dimension three has not been fruitful. This motivates us to conjecture that for a monomial tropical polyhedron in dimension three, its CP-order extended by a maximal and a minimal element is a lattice.
As a corollary, this would imply the CP-order, max-min poset and vertex-facet lattice are all equal in dimension three. Moreover, the work of Kappes [38] on syzygy points would imply these posets are also equal to the Betti poset in dimension three. We elaborate on this last point in Section 5.5.
Scarf poset.
In his seminal work on computing fixed-points, see [46] , Scarf essentially uses a tropicalised version of the famous algorithm by Lemke & Howson for finding equilibria [39] . The algorithm pivots along the vertices of a generic monomial tropical polyhedron and is iterated over 'primitive sets', which are essentially the facets of a generic monomial tropical polyhedron. In [47, Thm. 2.8.4], he already established the connection with classical polyhedra which we discuss more in Section 5.3. This construction was introduced into commutative algebra by Bayer, Peeva & Sturmfels in [8] and further connected with the order dimension of posets [50] .
For non-generic configurations, only a part of the combinatorics is recorded in the Scarf complex, which is further discussed in Section 5.6. We define a poset for a monomial tropical polyhedra M(V ) which generalises the face poset of the Scarf complex. A point p ∈ T d is a Scarf point if there is a unique subset X ⊆ V ∪ E max with tbary(X) = p (see Equation 13 ).
Lemma 4.25. A point p ∈ T d is a Scarf point if and only if a)
Proof. Let X ⊆ V ∪ E max be a set of points andX ⊆ V ∪ E max its corresponding set obtained by swappingē (i) for e (i) . The set X fulfils tbary(X) = p if and only if for each i ∈ [d] there is an element x ∈X ∩ N p (0) such that i is adjacent with x, which condition a) ensures the existence of. The subset X of V is not the unique set defining p as its barycenter if and only if there is a point in X which does not uniquely define any coordinate of p. This translates exactly to condition b).
Recall that given two elements x, y in a poset P , we say y covers x if x < y and there does not exists z ∈ P such that x < z < y.
Proposition 4.26. The Scarf poset is a cover-preserving subposet of the CP-order, the max-min poset, the vertex-facet lattice and the max-lattice.
Proof. Firstly, the Scarf poset is a subposet of all these posets as it is a subposet of the CP-order. This follows by comparing the condition in Lemma 4.25 and Lemma 4.18. Moreover, it is enough to show that the Scarf poset is a coverpreserving subposet of the max-lattice by the inclusions of the other posets. Now, for each element p of the max-lattice there is a unique inclusionwise maximal set X p of generators with tbary(X p ) = p. The partial order of the elements in the max-lattice is just the order of these sets by inclusion. If p is a Scarf point covered by the Scarf point q, then |X q | = |X p | + 1. Hence, p is also covered by q in the max-lattice.
Under some genericity assumption, which we discuss further in Section 5.6, most of the face posets presented so far coincide. u ∈ I called the support of the monomial ideal. As I is always finitely generated and is closed under multiplication by S, its support supp(I) is given by a finite set of lattice points with a copy of the positive orthant attached to each. This structure is very similar to that of a monomial tropical polyhedron, and the following construction shows we can associate a monomial tropical polyhedron to I that encodes much of its information. Let U ⊂ supp(I) be the subset corresponding to the unique minimal generating set of I. For each
Note that asũ is always an element of (Z >0 ∪{−∞}) d , we can always recover u from u. Denote the set of all suchũ by V I ⊂ T d max , the monomial tropical polyhedron corresponding to I is denoted M(V I ).
This construction appears in the monomial ideal literature as theČech hull of a monomial ideal.
Definition 5.1 ([42]
). Given a monomial ideal I ⊆ S, theČech hull of I is the S-modulẽ
The first two images of Figure 12 show a diagrammatic construction of theČech hull. From [42, Proposition 2.6], we immediately get the following lemma.
Lemma 5.2. Let I be a monomial ideal. Its support is encoded by the monomial tropical polyhedron M(V I ), explicitly:
Remark 5.3. TheČech hull was introduced to better exhibit Alexander duality of monomial ideals. We shall see in Section 5.2 that monomial tropical polyhedra carry this duality even more naturally than theČech hull.
A monomial ideal is irreducible if it is of the form m
≥0 . An irreducible decomposition of a monomial ideal I is a representation
Expression (16) is unique if we restrict to irredundant decompositions i.e., no component can be omitted. Let A be the set of exponents a defining the irredundant irreducible decomposition of I. Suppose a ∈ A has no coordinates equal to zero, the support of m a is the set of non-negative integer lattice points p such that p i ≥ a i for some i ∈ [d]. Equivalently, the support of m a is cut out by the tropical linear inequality
As the support is precisely those points covered by the tropical halfspace with apex a, one may expect the irredundant irreducible decomposition can be recovered tropically from M(V I ). However, if a has zero coordinates then m a has different behaviour which our tropical inequality must capture. Specifically, when a i = 0 the corresponding variable x i is omitted from the generators of m a entirely. For each a ∈ A, we defineâ ∈ T d min bŷ
Denote the set of all suchâ by F I ⊂ T Let F I be the set of facet-apices of M(V I ), then its minimal exterior representation can be expressed
Intersecting (17) The final claim that this is irredundant comes from (17) being the minimal exterior description.
Alexander duality.
Simplicial complexes have a natural notion of duality by reversing the roles of vertices and maximal simplicies. This notion can be extended to monomial ideals by reversing the roles of generators and irreducible components, that we recall in the following.
A monomial x a strictly divides another monomial
a strictly divides x c , we let c a denote the vector with ith coordinate
Definition 5.5. Let I be a monomial ideal whose minimal generators all strictly divide x c , the Alexander dual of I with respect to c is 
where c − M (V I ) is the Minkowski difference of the vector c ∈ Z d ≥0 and the complementary monomial polyhedron generated by V I .
Proof. This is simply a restatement of [42, Lemma 2.11] in the language of monomial tropical polyhedra.
TheČech hull was introduced to exhibit Alexander duality more cleanly for monomial ideals. Figure 12 demonstrates the role theČech hull plays in the construction of I
[c] using the terminology of [42] . Each step also displays the corresponding notions in the language of monomial tropical polyhedra.
We note that monomial tropical polyhedra carry this duality more naturally thaň Cech hulls. The complementary cone M (V I ) carries all the information of M(V I ), and as it is a min-tropical polyhedron, no translation or reflection is necessary. Moreover, M (V I ) has the additional benefit of being a canonical choice and not requiring a choice of vector c. Figure 12 . The construction of I [c] from I in the language of monomial tropical polyhedra and [42] . Red dots are the vertices of M(V I ) and the blue dots are its facet-apices.
5.3.
Resolutions. In the following, we study the link between resolutions of monomial ideals and lifts of monomial tropical cones. We begin by recalling a class of cellular resolutions that is already well-established in the literature. Let t u = (t u1 , . . . , t u d ) for some real t ∈ R. Give a monomial idea I, define the polyhedron
Definition 5.7. The hull complex hull(I) of a monomial ideal I is the polyhedral cell complex of all bounded faces of P t for t ≫ 0. This complex is naturally labelled, with each vertex corresponding to a minimal generator of I. The cellular free complex F hull(I) is called the hull resolution of I.
The hull complex is a special case of a more general class of polyhedra [18] that we detail now. In the following, we consider the field of real Puiseux series R{{t}}, whose elements
are (locally finite) formal power series with real exponents. We say γ is positive if its leading term has positive coefficient. This makes R{{t}} an ordered field via γ > δ if and only if γ − δ is positive. As a result, one can form polyhedra over R{{t}} as solution sets to linear inequalities, as one would over R. Furthermore, given a Puiseux polyhedron one can substitute t for some τ ∈ R yielding an ordinary polyhedron. For large τ , these polyhedra are combinatorially isomorphic [36] .
Tropical polyhedra arise as the image of ordinary polyhedra over certain valued fields. In particular, R{{t}} carries the valuation map
where val(0) = −∞. Restricting to R{{t}} ≥0 , the semiring of nonnegative Puiseux series, turns val into an order-preserving homomorphism of semirings. Given some tropical polyhedron
With this, we see that the hull complex is the lift of M(V I ) defined by sending each vertex v to the monomial t v . The following is an adaptation of [18, Theorem 3.2] showing that any lift of M(V I ) supports a cellular resolution of I. Proof. By Minkowski-Weyl Theorem, the lift M can be decomposed into P + Q where P is a polytope and Q is a cone. Recall that M(V I ) = tconv(V I )⊕tcone(E max ) and val is a semiring homomorphism. Furthermore, the preimage of an extremal generator is an extremal generator. Therefore, we can choose P ⊂ R{{t}} 
LCM-lattice.
The LCM-lattice is a natural sublattice of the max-lattice which was introduced in [26] for monomial ideals, defined as follows. Let I be a monomial ideal minimally generated by monomials x
ordered by divisibility. The unique maximal element is lcm(x v (1) , . . . , x v (n) ) and set 0 = lcm(∅) = 1 to be the unique minimal element.
The LCM-lattice is a powerful invariant: it determines a minimal free resolution [26] and the Stanley depth of I [30] . The result of particular note to us is that it encodes the Betti numbers of I via its homology. We briefly recall some basics of lattice homology at the end of this subsection. 
The LCM-lattice of I is a sublattice of the max-lattice of M(V I ) via the embedding lcm x
Furthermore, the only elements of the max-lattice that are elements of the LCMlattice are those with ∞ in some coordinate. As a corollary to Theorem 5.10, we get that the max-lattice of M(V I ) determines the Betti numbers of I by restricting to elements without ∞ in any coordinate. As a result, we define the LCM-lattice of a monomial tropical polyhedron to be the induced sublattice of the max-lattice consisting of elements without ∞ in some coordinate. Note that the max-lattice is a strictly finer invariant that the LCM-lattice as it also encodes the irreducible components of I. We end this subsection recalling some concepts from poset homology necessary for Section 6.2. Let P be a poset with minimal and maximal elements0,1. The order complex ∆(P ) is the abstract simplicial complex whose faces are chains in P \ {0,1}. The homology groups of P are given by the simplicial homology groups of ∆(P ), i.e.H i (P ) =H i (∆(P )). This notion extends for open intervals (p, q) P = { r ∈ P | p < r < q} of P .
Let L be a lattice, we have more homological tools available than for arbitrary posets. A crosscut of L is a subset of elements C ⊂ L such that (1)0,1 / ∈ C, (2) If p, q ∈ C then p ≮ q and q ≮ p, (3) any finite chain in L can be extended to a chain which contains an element of C. A notable example is that the set of atoms of L form a crosscut. We say a finite subset {p 1 , . . . , p n } ⊂ C spans if p 1 ∧ · · · ∧ p n =0 and p 1 ∨ · · · ∨ p n =1. Let ∆(C) be the abstract simplicial complex whose faces are the non-spanning subsets of C. We again define the homology of a crosscut byH i (C) =H i (∆(C)).
A key observation is that the homology of a crosscut is isomorphic to the homology of the lattice, and that homology is invariant under the choice of crosscut.
Theorem 5.11 (Theorem 3.1 [24] ). Let L be a lattice and C a crosscut of L. Theñ
5.5. Syzygy points and the Betti poset. The Betti numbers of an ideal are encoded by the Koszul complexes of I in various degrees. These complexes have geometric formulation that can be naturally recovered from monomial tropical polyhedra.
Definition 5.12 ( [43, 38] ). The Koszul complex of a point p ∈ M(V ) is the simplicial complex
Then p is a syzygy point if ∆ p has non-trivial homology. The syzygy points are equipped with the standard partial order on T d .
Given a monomial tropical polyhedron M(V I ) and p ∈ Z d , the complex ∆ p is the Koszul complex of I in degree p as defined in [43, Definition 1.33] . Moreover, [43, Theorem 1.34] states that these points encode the Betti numbers of I via the equation
Recently, Koszul complexes have played a key role in the construction of a canonical minimal free resolution for arbitrary monomial ideals [20] . These results show that they play a fundamental role in the homology of monomial ideals. The following proposition shows they are encoded by the combinatorial structure of monomial tropical polyhedra, in particular via covector graphs.
Proposition 5.13. The Koszul complex of a point p can be determined from its covector graph G p . Explicitly, it is the simplicial complex
Proof. For some J ⊆ [d], the point p − i∈J ǫe i is contained in M(V ) if and only if there exists some v ∈ V such that p ≥ v and p j > v j for all j ∈ J. These two conditions are equivalent to the covector conditions v ∈ N p (0) and v / ∈ N p (j) for all j ∈ J.
Remark 5.14. The previous proposition allows us to define Koszul complexes for general tropical polyhedra. As we shall discuss in Section 7, we can realise any tropical polyhedron as the intersection of "i-th monomial tropical polyhedra". As a result, one may study d + 1 monomial ideals simultaneously encoded by the combinatorics a single tropical polyhedron. In particular, their Koszul complexes are recoverable by replacing 0 with i in the previous construction.
A related homological construction is the Betti poset, introduced by Clark and Mapes [14, 15] as a distillation of a poset to its homologically nontrivial part. 
and that B(L I ) is the minimal poset with this property. As a result, when we refer to the Betti poset, we consider only the Betti poset of the LCM-lattice unless explicitly stated.
Equations (18) and (19) show two distinct methods to compute the Betti numbers of a monomial ideal. The following proposition shows this equivalence holds for an arbitrary monomial tropical polyhedron. Proof. Let L be the LCM-lattice of M(V ) and fix some p ∈ L. We show that ∆ p and (0, p) L have the same homology. As both posets have the same partial order, the claim follows from this.
Let v (1) , . . . , v (s) ⊆ V be the set of vertices such that p ≥ v (i) . These are the set of atoms of the interval (0, p) L , and therefore form a crosscut. By Theorem 5.11, the homology of (0, p) L is equivalent to the homology of the simplicial complex
For each j ∈ [d], define the simplicial complex
Note that each σ j is a simplex and is a face of Σ. Furthermore, for any face I ⊆ Σ,
and any intersection j∈J σ j is contractible or empty. Let
be the nerve of Σ. By the Nerve theorem [10, Theorem 10.7] , we obtain that Σ and N are homotopy equivalent. However, the intersection j∈J σ j is non-empty if and only if there exists some v ∈ V such that p ≥ v and p j > v j for all j ∈ J. This is equivalent to p − j∈J εe j ∈ M(V ), and therefore ∆ p is the nerve of Σ.
The Betti poset of M(V ) fits neatly into our family of posets from Section 4, as other than the Scarf poset, it is a subposet of them all. Proof. A point p is a characteristic point if and only if ∆ p is not a cone. As a cone is contractable, the claim follows.
In dimension three, a case check demonstrates that all characteristic points are also syzygy points, but for dimension four and higher there are examples of characteristic points p whose complex ∆ p has trivial homology. Remark 5.19. Theorem 4.23 shows the vertex-facet lattice is the smallest lattice that the CP-order embeds into. However, it is unlikely that this is the smallest lattice the Betti poset embeds into, as in higher dimensions many characteristic points are not syzygy points. It would be interesting to investigate this question, and whether the Dedekind-MacNeille completion of the Betti poset can be defined intrinsically.
5.6. Genericity. For monomial ideals and monomial tropical polyhedra there are several notions of genericity, as discussed in [43] and [1] , respectively. Note that tropical genericity is a stronger notion than (strong) genericity for monomial ideals. This reflects the discussion in Remark 4.9: the combinatorics of ideals and the max-lattice are purely determined by the orderings of coordinates, while the combinatorics of covectors are more refined. 
Define M(V ε ) to be the monomial tropical polyhedron generated by
A strong generification of M(V ) is a monomial tropical polyhedron M(V ε ) where ε ∈ R d×n is a deformation satisfying has u i = 0, its deformation must have ε i = 0. Monomial tropical polyhedra do not require such a condition: the equivalent tropical scenario is u i = −∞, in which case we can pick any deformation and u i will remain unchanged.
Remark 5.24. [37] considers tropical cones and tropical hypersurfaces of higher rank by working over Puiseux series in two indeterminates t and u. The valuation map prefers t over u, and just considering t yields a rank one tropical object, while u can be considered a perturbation parameter. Considering the perturbation of a tropical object in this framework, the corresponding rank two object remembers both the original object and its perturbation. This is used in [37] to consider stable intersection as a natural higher rank operation in the vein of symbolic perturbation. In a similar way, one can consider a deformation of M(V ) as a natural operation of rank two tropical polyhedra by deforming in u while leaving the underlying monomial tropical polyhedron untouched.
Facet complex
Recall the definition of the vertex-incidence graph from Definition 3.7. We define the facet complex as the abstract simplicial complex whose maximal simplices are the sets of vertices incident with a facet. Letting V be the set of vertices and rays of a monomial tropical polyhedron, we denote the corresponding facet complex by F (V ).
6.1. Embedding in the facet complex. In the following we use the natural correspondence between the tropical inequality max(x i − a i ) ≥ 0 and the apex a of the corresponding halfspace. Recall that an inequality is valid if it is satisfied by all points of M(V ).
Lemma 6.1. Let S be a subset of V such that there is an apex a ∈ T d which corresponds to a valid inequality for M(V ) and which is incident with S but not with V \ S. Then S is a simplex in the facet complex.
Proof. An apex corresponds to a valid inequality exactly if there is no element v in V with v < a. By the extremality of facet-apices and the duality in Theorem 2.5, there is a facet-apex b ∈ T d with a ≤ b. By the definition of incidence and as b is also a valid inequality, this implies that b is incident with the elements in S.
A similar statement holds for the set E max of rays, as the far-apex is incident with precisely them, and corresponds to the valid inequality (9) .
For an arbitrary polytope over R or R{{t}}, we can define its facet complex to be the complex whose maximal simplicies are those vertex sets that form a facet. This notion can be extended to a polyhedron by considering a projectively equivalent polytope.
Let M ⊂ R{{t}} As the valuation map is an order preserving semiring homomorphism, the inequality val(y) ⊙ x ≥ 0 is valid for the monomial tropical polyhedron. Furthermore, it is tight at the vertices val(w (i) ). Now the claim follows from Lemma 6.1. The order pattern of a matrix V ∈ T d×n max is the d-tuple of total preorders on n elements represented as a matrix of indeterminates
With this notion, a deformation in the sense of Definition 5.22 becomes a refinement of the order pattern in that more elements per row are strictly ordered. Recall that the braid fan B d in R d is the complete polyhedral fan which is cut out by the hyperplanes
For an introduction on the combinatorics of the braid fan, see [45] . The stratification of the space of real (d × n)-matrices by their order pattern is the product of the braid fans
max can be stratified by the same set of hyperplanes, resulting in the product of braid fans plus some extra stratification at the boundary.
The columns of an order pattern form a valid generator pattern if the columns of X form an antichain in the weak partial order defined as the Cartesian product of the preorders in the rows. Note that any refinement of a valid generator pattern is also a valid generator pattern.
Recalling Proposition 3.1, we deduce that the facet-apices only depend on the order pattern of a matrix whose columns form the generators of a monomial tropical polyhedron.
The in P correspond to components of a which are +∞. Note that also the pattern type only depends on the order pattern. Hence, the notion of a pattern type of a facet-apex is well-defined for an order pattern.
, see Definition 5.22. We let ψ be the surjective map from the maximal simplices of F (V ε ) to the maximal simplices of F (V ) induced by the deformation. The following theorem shows F (V ε ) is a subcomplex of F (V ).
Theorem 6.4. Let M(V ε ) be a deformation of M(V ) and ψ the induced map on their facet complexes. For each maximal simplex σ ∈ F (V ), we have σ ⊇ τ ∈ψ −1 (σ) τ .
Proof. To simplify notation, we set W = (w ij ) = V ε . Let τ be a maximal simplex in the facet complex of the deformation, b its facet-apex and P be the pattern type of b. By definition of a pattern type, we have w ij = w iℓ for all (i, j), (i, ℓ) ∈ P , and therefore v ij = v iℓ by definition of deformation. Hence, we define a new apex a ∈ T d by setting a i = v ij for an edge (i, j) ∈ P and a i = +∞ else.
We claim that a is the apex of a valid inequality for M(V ). This holds if there is no v ∈ V with v < a. Assume on the contrary that such an element exists. Then we have w < b for the element w ∈ W corresponding to v. This contradicts the choice of b.
Hence, we can apply Lemma 6.1 and conclude the desired inclusion. 
which extends componentwise. We define a set system which will imply the claim by the Nerve theorem [10, Theorem 10.7] . Let Ω be a point which is coordinatewise bigger than all points in V , and ǫ > 0. We get a homotopy equivalence to a Euclidean ball around ω = Ω + ǫ1 with radius ǫ by the retraction along the lines emerging from ω. Composing with (21) , this retraction maps the boundary of M(V ) in T d to the boundary of the ball.
For each generator v ∈ V , we define
This is equivalent to v, p being incident with a and each other. Furthermore, we define
For each set S ⊆ V , we consider
We claim S is a face of the facet complex if and only if A S is non-empty. Pick some facet-apex a ∈ F and consider the corresponding closed set S ⊆ V of vertices and rays incident with a. By the second condition of Proposition 3.1, we have A S = {a}. For the far apex b ∞ , the corresponding closed set is S = {e (1) , . . . , e (d) } with A S = {∞}. Conversely, consider some S ⊆ V such that A S = ∅. For each p ∈ A S , we have p ≥ v for all v ∈ S ∩ V and p i = ∞ for each e (i) ∈ S. If p ∈ C v for some v ∈ V , there exists some facet-apex a ∈ F incident with p, and therefore incident with all elements of S. If p / ∈ M (V ) then p is in the boundary of T d . Otherwise S ⊆ E max , the closed set of rays corresponding to the far-apex b ∞ . This shows the maximal faces of the facet complex are those closed sets incident to a single apex.
The final observation claim is that A S is contractible. Each C v is min-tropically convex: let r = min(p, λ + q) where p, q ∈ C v and λ ≥ 0. Then there exists a ∈ F such that v ≤ r ≤ p ≤ a with equality in some coordinate, and so r is also in C v . This implies any intersection v∈S C v is min-tropically convex and therefore contractible. Each i∈I D i is homeomorphic to a closed ball and therefore contractible. Finally, we note that the intersection of any min-tropically convex space C with D i is also min-tropically convex. For any p, q ∈ C with p i = q i = ∞ and λ ≥ 0, the element r = min(p, λ + q) is in C ∩ D i and therefore is min-tropically convex. Iterating this gives the claim that each A S is contractible or empty. The Nerve theorem now yields the claim of the theorem.
We claim the facet complex of M(V ) encodes homological data of I V . To do so, we label each vertex of the facet complex by the corresponding generator or tropical unit vector, and label faces by the maximum of its contained vertices. To get data of I V , we restrict to the bounded complex F f in (V ). This subcomplex of the facet complex consists of those faces which do not contain a tropical unit vector. It is the analogue of the bounded complex of bounded faces of an unbounded polyhedron, see e.g. [33] . Note that the resulting complex is labelled by finite vectors.
The finite generators V of M(V ) are the atoms of the affine part of the vertexfacet lattice, hence they form a crosscut.
Lemma 6.6. The crosscut complex ∆(V ) of the affine part of the vertex-facet lattice is the bounded complex F f in (V ).
Proof. A subset of V is spanning if and only if its componentwise maximum lies in the interior of M(V ). By definition of the facet-apices, a subset is not spanning exactly if all its points are incident with a facet apex. This implies the claim. , we see that all syzygy points are in the image of the vertex-facet lattice in the LCM-lattice. Hence, the LCMlattice and the bounded part of the vertex-facet lattice have the same lattice homology. As a lattice has the same homology as its crosscut complex by Theorem 5.11, we can deduce from Lemma 6.6 that the finite facet complex F f in (V ) has the same homology as the ideal I V .
Representation of tropical polyhedra via monomial tropical polyhedra
The following construction demonstrates that the study of monomial tropical polyhedra lays the foundations for face structures of more general tropical polyhedra. We remark that [35] defined monomial tropical cones for generating sets U where u i = −∞ for all u ∈ U , however Definition 7.1 does not require this assumption. If U does satisfy this assumption, we get their original characterisation of monomial tropical cones:
Monomial tropical cones already appear in [4] under the name ith polar cones as building blocks for a canonical exterior description of tropical cones.
Given V ∈ T d max , observe that MC 0 ( V ), where V = { (0, v) | v ∈ V }, is the homogenisation of the monomial tropical polyhedron M(V ). This observation offers two directions for generalisation: we can consider the dehomogenisation of ith monomial cones for i = 0, and we can consider those with generators whose first coordinate is −∞. This leads to a more general definition of monomial tropical polyhedron. The ith monomial tropical polyhedron induced by P is the tropical polyhedron M i (P ) = tconv(V ∪ e (0) ) ⊕ tcone(W ∪ (E max \ e (i) )) for i = 0 ,
where e (0) = (−∞, . . . , −∞).
The ith monomial tropical polyhedron M i (P ) is precisely the dehomogenisation of the ith monomial cone MC i ( V ∪ W ) as defined in Section 2.1. Note that Definition 7.2 is not symmetric due to the fact that we have dehomogenised the monomial tropical cone with respect to x 0 .
One can see that Definition 2.4 is a special case of Definition 7.2 by setting i = 0 and W = ∅. Note that outside of this section, the simplified definition suffices for our purposes.
7.2. Intersection of monomial tropical cones. However, the following Proposition implies that tropical convexity is encoded in the interplay of these ith monomial tropical polyhedra. Furthermore, describing face structures for monomial tropical polyhedra is crucial to understand face structures for more general tropical polyhedra. Addressing again one of our main motivations for this work, this representation leads to an extension of our results to arbitrary tropical polyhedra. To capture all the combinatorial data, one can define a face stack, which contains the information of the ith monomial tropical polyhedra for all i ∈ [d] 0 . The properties of such a face stack are subject to further work. We shall show this by proving its analogous homogeneous statement, for which we require some additional machinery. Given a point u ∈ T d+1 max \ {(−∞, . . . , −∞)}, we define its ith sector as the set of points
Note that when restricted to R d+1 , this definition aligns with the usual definition [34] , but this change in formulation allows us to account for points with infinite coordinates. In particular, if u i = −∞ then we have S i (u) = z ∈ T Furthermore, we define U I = { u ∈ U | u k = −∞ ∀k / ∈ I} ⊂ T |I| max . By [34, Lemma 28] , a point z ∈ R |I| is contained in tcone(U I ) if and only if for each i ∈ I there exists u ∈ U I such that S i (u). Furthermore z ∈ S k (u) for all k / ∈ I, extending the result to each i ∈ [d] 0 . It remains to show tcone(U I ) = tcone(U ) ∩ R |I| . One containment is straightforward; for the other, consider z ∈ tcone(U ) ∩ R |I| . There exists a representation z = u∈U λ u ⊙ u, in particular z k = max{λ u + u k } = −∞ for all k / ∈ I. If u k = −∞, we must have λ u = −∞ and so we can equivalently simply remove v from the representation. Repeating this, we get a representation of z using just elements from U I . Corollary 7.6. Let U ⊂ T d+1 max . The ith monomial tropical cone generated by U is the union of the ith sectors of its generators, i.e.,
Proof. By definition, the kth sector of the kth tropical unit vector S k ( e (k) ) is the whole of T d+1 max . Therefore Lemma 7.5 reduces to z is contained in MC i (U ) if and only if there exists u ∈ U such that z ∈ S i (u), giving the required equality. 
By considering the tropical cone generated by U = V ∪ W and dehomogenising, the affine version follows immediately.
Remark 7.7. Equations (11) and (12) are the dehomogenisation of the projective sectors S i ((0, v)) and S i ((−∞, w)) respectively. This immediately gives affine versions of the statements Lemma 7.5 and Corollary 7.6.
Further Questions
We conclude with several problems which are motivated from tropical convexity and commutative algebra. This question goes back to [8] for generic monomial ideals. In the terminology of orthogonal surfaces, some necessary conditions have been established in [38, 22] and also the condition on the facet-ridge graph in [16] could be applied. Our notion of pattern type from Section 6.1 could be used to enumerate the finite number of occurring vertex-facet lattices in fixed dimension. While previously the combinatorial types of tropical polytopes were considered via the secondary fan of products of two simplices through the connection discussed in Remark 4.2, we propose to restrict to the more tractable fan B d n , the n-fold product of the d-dimensional braid fan.
Focusing directly on monomial tropical polyhedra without their connection to classical polyhedra leads to the following. A similar motivation lies at the heart of which atomic lattices arise as the LCMlattice of a monomial ideal studied in [41, 29, 30] .
Using the combinatorial framework of covector graphs, it is tempting to generalise the face poset constructions to tropical oriented matroids, see [7] for an introduction (where 'type' is used instead of covector graph) and [40] for an application to tropical linear programming. The pseudovertex poset is defined in terms of the partial ordering on T d .
Question 8.3. Can one derive this partial ordering directly from the graph structure of the covector graphs?
This would allow one to extend the study of the face posets discussed in Section 4 and 5 to general tropical oriented matroids that may not be realisable.
We finish by returning to monomial ideals and their resolutions. We saw the Betti poset contains all the essential homological data, but is hard to compute. However, it is contained in far more computationally amenable posets, in particular the max-min poset. 
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